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ABSTRACT

Cal Poly is in progress of executing a strategic plan with the vision of becoming the, “Premier
Comprehensive Polytechnic University”. Working to optimize University Advancement
Services’ (UA) donation processing and gift acceptance is critical for future success of the
campaign. In order to accomplish UA’s vision, Industrial Technology professor Eric Olsen
applied a lean process tool known as Kaizen to promote continuous improvement. The Kaizen
event was focused on reducing delays in the cash-gift processing and ensuring donations are
properly allocated while donors recognized in a timely manner.
The Kaizen event engaged key players from all levels of the process. In three sessions,
participants learned Lean processing concepts, problem solving techniques, and teamwork
exercises. Additionally, participants mapped out the process, discussed obstacles and delays, and
proposed potential solutions. Some of the delays and problems identified were the following:
• Delays on moves: checks have to move between inboxes, buildings, safe vaults, etc.
• Lack of Control: Checks are lost in translation before they even reach Advancement.
• Redundancy and Assurance: Steps that do not add value for customer; log-in steps, sorting, etc.
The team came up with a series of potential solutions that were divided in three categories:
Fixing the Front End, Just do it, and Project/Paperless Solutions.
• Fix the front end: Educating faculty members, post correct form samples online, and more.
• Just do it: Simple and immediate changes like removing redundant log-in process, print and
fold receipts in one location only, provide chart of active allocations and others.
• Paperless: Acquire check scanners for instant deposits. Use copy of check for documentation.
Another part of this project is improving the Kaizen event to increase success of future sessions.
Some suggestions were made based on observations, interviews and participant feedback.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
Cal Poly State University is interested in improving administrative processes and change general
school culture of doing things. General school image and reputation is easily reflected by how
internal administrative processes perform. With that in mind, Professor Eric Olsen, from
Industrial Technology area, has volunteered to apply a lean process improvement tool known as
Kaizen to different departments around campus promoting continuous improvement. He
conducted the first event in spring 2009 with the Grants Department. This senior project focuses
on the second case that took place winter 2010. This time Dr Olsen engaged in Cal Poly’s
Advancement Department’s cash-gift process.

Advancement Department is dedicated to processing donations and gifts, fund raising,
acknowledging the donor and routing it to the correct divisions in school. The processing office
is composed of the following divisions: CUDOS (fundraising), gift processing, donor receipts, IT
for database, cashiers office, and the Investments and spending division. When a donor sends a
check or a gift to the school, the department staff has to go through a series of steps to make sure
the money reaches the corresponding program or department in a timely matter. After extensive
processing, the money finally arrives at the investment and spending division to be placed in
banking, the book of accounts, gift accounts or endowments. Advancement has to satisfy two
types of customers; user of funds and the donor. User of funds expects donation to be available
on account within two weeks of check date. Meanwhile, donor expects a letter of
acknowledgment and a receipt for tax purposes a couple of days after the check has been made.
Problem Statement: The biggest problem for Advancement department is delays in cash-gift
processing. Donations do not reach their destination on time and receipts to donors are taking
longer than desirable. Even checks with large amounts are not being cashed for a while and
donors begin to complain. This type of delay creates donor dissatisfaction and will decrease the
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chances of them making another donation in the future. The second major problem is that the
cash-gift process has created a sense of overwhelming complexity and mystery within staff that
process gifts on a daily basis. Employees have engraved in their mind that the process is too
complex to be fixed and any problem is blamed on its complexity. Even key players were
confused and mixed up the process order and flow; no one knows the big picture of processing a
gift. There is a lack of process standardization, lack of effective communication between
divisions and departments, many repetitions and redundancies throughout, and low employee
morale. There are clear signs that the cash-gift processing is in need of changes and
improvements to enhance internal performance.
Customers: This project will focus on three sets of customers. The first one are the donors who
write the checks, the second is the user of funds or the entity that receives donation, and the last
set are the staff that deal with this process every day.
Donors
- Parents
-Alumni
-Companies and Institutions
-Friends of Cal Poly
-People who write the checks
User of Funds
-Scholarship Gift Recipients (The state and later students)
-Cal Poly Corporation
-Colleges and Deans, (College of Business, Engineering, etc)
-Departments (Continuing Education, Athletics, etc)
-School Programs (Graduate Programs, Research and Development Programs, etc)
Staff
-Processors
-Cashiers
-Professors
-Advancement Officers
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Table I.

Donor Needs
Donor Satisfaction
Timely Thank you Letters to Donors
Timely Receipts (Donors need this for tax deduction

5
4
5

purposes)

Money cashed out on time
5
Tabular Needs: (5=Highest Importance, 1=Less Important)

Checks need to be quickly cashed out. It is important to let donors feel their donation valued
regardless of cash amount. Donors need to be properly recognized as incentive for future
donation, and receipts need to be mailed promptly so donors can claim in taxes for deductions.

Table II.

User of Funds- Needs
Description of Needs
Money Distribution (proper distribution to

Importance
5

respective program, department, etc.)

On-time delivery of cash donated
Decrease process complexity (change to easier

5
4

policy so customers can receive donation)

Effective communication within departments
Secure Transfers and handling of checks

2
4

Customers have these needs because they need money to keep afloat. Departments and
Programs count on having this money on-time to keep them running and make ends meet.
They need the department to have effective distribution to make sure the donated money
actually ends up in the unit it was meant to. Another aspect of handling money includes securing
private information, account numbers and sensitive data when transferring and depositing
money. Process security can’t be compromised and should maintain information disclosure.

Table III.

Staff Needs
Description of Needs
Decrease process complexity (change to easier

Importance
5

policy so customers can receive donation)

Effective communication within departments
3

3

Effective and safe database/record system
Reduce Process Mystery
Provide Instructions

2
5
4

Process Control
Process Standardization
Find root cause of delays
Training/Education (Learn lean tools and

3
4
5
4

practices)

Employee satisfaction
Reinforce Teamwork
Receive results and feedback
Meet security requirements for audits

5
3
5
5

All of these needs are essential to having a well-rounded event. Staff needs to feel they have
been provided all the information needed to perform their job, feel control over the process, feel
like they understand the entire process and feel comfortable at work. If participants’ needs are
met, they will have a more positive view and desire to apply lean practices instead of dismissing
theories afterwards. Kaizen will attempt to give them a set of new lenses to work through their
daily processes. Before any changes can be implemented, staff and managers need to meet with
auditors and make sure process changes still meet state requirements. Without this approval, any
changes will be in vain.

Background/Related Work: Background research can be found in Section II, Literary
Research. However, as far as related work goes, only one previous project has been conducted in
Cal Poly similar to this one. Eric Olsen conducted one in the spring of 2009 with the Grants
Department. This author was not present or participated in anything during the process. The
author was not a part of recommending approaches/solutions for the Grants team. In this past
project, the team met to come up with new processes to reduce the number of signatures needed
for approvals. The author gathered some observations to find root-cause of their on-going
problems and understand what could have gone better in the leaning process. One of the most
important observations that stood out was that there were no preliminary measurements
established to evaluate their post- performance. People got too busy executing the improved
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processes and getting back to their daily tasks that measuring the new performance was
overlooked. Employees could only provide estimates, but no results were actually measured.
Once the meeting started, it took about six minutes for the staff to assign people tasks such as
record keeping, minutes, etc. These six minutes could have been reduced if there was proper
planning prior to the meeting and if people came more organized and prepared. The author
observed some skepticism from some employees as they hesitated to leave their old ways for
new ones. However, most of the skepticism was coming from corporate employees and not from
the Grants team.

Potential Solutions: For improving Advancement’s problem, the clear solution is run the Kaizen
event. This will give workers an opportunity to map out process flow, speak out on what
problems they run into, discuss delays and bottlenecks, suggest what they would like to see
change, appreciate different approaches from co-workers, remove the obstacles and put faces to
the people they email on a daily basis. Kaizen will find the root cause for process delay (not
cashing gifts on-time) It increases team work, allows employees to visualize the problems and
brainstorm solutions, makes them educated about what lean means; five S system, value added
activities, identify muda, etc. The culture has to change. A new procedure manual may also be in
order. The success of this event will determine the type of procedural changes. To make sure,
Kaizen is successful, the facilitator will have to listen to past participant’s feedback. By taking
their suggestions into account, he can assure a better learning experience for those who attend.
The format of the event can’t be similar to a class lecture. It has to be interactive, include many
exercises and analogies to keep participant’s attention and interest. To solve the donor
satisfaction issue, the department needs to prioritize gifts. Those with the most value should be
processed first since those who complain are usually the ones that have donated large amounts. A
possible solution for speeding up the process is to define a “high-runner” and developing a
clock-system for cycles (strategies are explained in Solutions and Methods Section). Lastly, the
department should have social events once every month or two. This will be a period where coworkers can talk about something different than work and bond. This creates what Toyota calls,
“respect for people” and lift employee morale.
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Contribution: The author will be fully involved in all aspects of this project. From meetings, to
measuring initial performance, and observing the way people work in a daily-basis. This author
will participate on the Kaizen event as well as put together a Participant Manual/ Workbook
prior to it. Again, other contributions include going back and observing the way people work
after the event, interview participants for feedback record actual measurements of performance;
time processes, cycle time, etc. During the event, the author will be taking pictures documenting
exercises and discussions, transmitting board notes and diagrams into Excel, Word or Visio
documents. The author will be in complete charge when evaluating results and making
correlations and conclusions. She will deliver a full report as the final deliberation.
Project Scope: This project entails extensive research on lean implementations in academic
departments and office environments. It includes several case studies representing examples of
companies and schools that had a problem and were able to solve them using a lean approach.
The approach is analyzed in hope of using the concepts in solving the Advancement
Department’s problems. Other type of research includes interviewing past participants of the
Grants Department Kaizen to get their feedback and improve the upcoming AD&S Kaizen. After
research comes the planning part and preparing for Kaizen. Invitation letter have to be prepared,
three morning sessions need to be scheduled, lean experts have to be invited, a participant
workbook has to be created and the author has to be ready to teach and apply Lean tools. Starting
December 1, the busiest period of the department, the author must make trips to the workplace
and start taking preliminary measures to use as comparables with post-results. The Kaizen event
will finally take place in January. There will be three, four hour sessions where participants will
be educated on lean thinking, meet other staff, discuss the process, map process flow, identify
delays and propose changes/solutions to speed up and improve the cash-gift processing. The
project scope includes documenting the entire sessions, have preliminary measurements prior to
session, follow-up meetings, post-event interviews, discussion of progress and providing
feedback to stakeholders.

Lastly, as part of IT 462, students are required to submit three progress reports and an oral
presentation. Reports are evaluated on status, project development and in formatting.
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SECTION II
LITERATURE RESEARCH
Universities, community colleges, and online institutions are faced with fierce competition as
they vie for the same students and the revenue they represent. It is important for these schools to
attract parents and students by showing off any outstanding quality they may possess. Most of
them use the school’s affordability and academic standing as the selling point to demonstrate
they can offer what others can’t. However, most schools do not realize that even improving the
level of services, (internal office work), will draw parents’ attention and ultimately more
students. Internal process performance does reflect on the university’s reputation and image.
Simple changes in school’s department or programs to optimize customer service and
satisfactions may have a great impact on the institution as a whole. Of course, these types of
improvements require modification of existing culture. Participants must keep an open mind and
realize that technology and new methods are essential sophisticate to keep up with competition
and guarantee best services to customers. These research cases will later be compared to the
Cash-Gift Processing at Cal Poly to find similarities, differences and results.
Lean Six Sigma in Academic Environment
Higher education institutions can become more responsive and offer better services by
integrating a system to retrieve and complete forms online, provide real time status to application
acceptance or executing a registration system in synchronization with payment and financial aid
requirements. Improvements like these require a disciplined and well organized approach to
process leaning. When schools think about improving a process, their first response is to
implement a, “robust document and content management solution to gain efficiencies and
improve the handling and processing of information” (Rainfsnider and Kurt, 2004). This method
later results in reducing labor intensive paper work, time and event cost. However, just like any
work process renovation, there are always risks involved. For that reason, managers rely in Lean
Flow and Six Sigma to minimize potential risk.
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Example: Lean Six Sigma applied to document management services in higher education
One key area where higher education institutions seek to improve efficiency is converting hard
copy documents into electronic versions. Implementing electronic document and digital image
databases simplifies and streamline document- intensive business processes; such as registration
and enrollment. Imaging and document database solutions include scanning, organizing, and
storing back files so they are readily available and instantly accessible to people who want to
retrieve them. Nevertheless, one of the most challenging obstacles is to establish a reliable way
of communication and information flow within and outside the department. Many institutions
take a departmental approach, as opposed to a holistic enterprise approach, and create silos of
information where information can’t be leveraged by everyone. Lastly, Rainfsnider shows his
concern on the attitude the higher education organizations take when they, “focus on the
administrative side, but not the academic side of capturing documents, missing on opportunities
to collaborate, share knowledge, and improve course work.” Looking at school systems, they
provide a service and a product (students).

Lean shows a way to look at tasks and teach you how to identify waste and ways to redesign
process to get better result maintaining or improving quality and reducing the cost, increasing
speed. List 50 tops processes. Schedule janitorial, class schedule, grading system, recruit
teachers, ordering books and supplies. Define how much each process cost. Take process and
dissect it layer by layer. Value added and non value analysis and how much of that process has a
true value. Ask if you do that just because we’ve always done it that way. Look at processes in
different lenses and perceptive to insure you to make things different. Leader has to develop
culture of company. He has to be willing, accept and have the top person ob board for change.

Looking at the amount of waste produced by the higher education system, another Lean expert,
Dr. Emiliani came up with four solutions/ actions. These are the following:
1) Efforts to reduce confusion by simplifying the school’s programs and requirements
2) Seminars for faculty on Lean management and important tools such as root cause analysis
3) Successfully applied Lean principles and practices to the courses he taught
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4) He gained the participation of faculty, staff, alumni, and senior managers to improve a graduate
M.S. in management degree program using kaizen. (Emiliani, 2005)
Case Study: University of Oklahoma- Becoming Lean
Background: The University of Central Oklahoma is an institution with a current enrollment of
over 15,000 students. The University has five academic colleges offering both undergraduate and
graduate programs. In Fiscal Year 2002 the University experienced a 15% budget reduction. As a
result, student fees drastically increased.
The Problem: The University was faced with low productivity and deteriorating employee
morale. Moreover, there was a challenge to maintain existing programs or expand services in the
school; limited fiscal resources and increases in mandatory personnel costs and growth in student
enrollment have made these impossible. Since the budget situation is not expected to improve,
the university had to find more efficient use of the funds for program maintenance and the
expansion of programs. Lastly, the ineffective administrative processes were creating employee
dissatisfaction and affecting productivity levels. Employees were swamped with non-value
added procedural steps that took up most of their time. The true tasks kept piling up creating
frustration for the workers and managers. The article states that, “with limited staff, the energy to
initiate and implement process improvements had been bypassed and instead, processes were
patched with band-aids over and over again, which created a downward spiral reducing customer
satisfaction and employee morale”(Moore, 2007). Usually managers have a common way of
adapting to new phases. They lay people off, discontinue certain programs, reduce some services
or close branch campuses. These types of solutions contradicts Toyota’s principle of respect for
humanity and leads to unhappy employees and job dissatisfaction among those left to carry out
the teaching and provide student services.
Design: Executive Vice-President of Administration, Steve Kreidler, gathered a small group of
managers and formed an annual focus groups define the problem and suggest possible solutions.
After taking an initial survey, results showed that complaints and employee’s dissatisfaction
were centered on non-value-added activities. Kreidler’s experience in the business world made
think of Lean approach, or in other words, “A plan for process improvement formulated based
9

upon a relatively new continuous improvement initiative” (Moore, 2007) Kreidler hired a group
of consultants, Argent Global Services, and Francis Tuttle Technology Center to guide them in
their Lean practices.

The first action included providing adequate training to all administrative staff. The goal was
to, “create both a common understanding and an atmosphere of cooperation for the Lean effort”
(Moore, 2007). Each employee was required to attend a one day introductory Lean class. During
these classes, the consulting firm used a four-step model that has proven very effective in the past.
1. Identify Opportunities
2. Solution Design: Create a blueprint such as mapping, training, and planning
3. Implementation: By the use of Kaizen, core groups, and metrics to implement change
4. Continuous Improvement

Implementation: One month after the training, an initial meeting was scheduled to provide a
brief overview of lean and convey the reasons why Lean is so important. The meeting stressed
that all employees had to be on-board for achieving desirable results. Kreidler explained the
steps required to change the overall University culture.

Step One: After analyzing survey results to analyze were employee dissatisfaction, the focus
group, “began prioritizing issues and opportunities looking for possible pilot projects and other
areas where immediate attention was necessary to improve customer service” (Moore, 2007). The
Facilities Management Department was the first to develop a priority list. The reason why this
department was the first target is because the number of complaints regarding delays in work order
completion kept increasing. Lastly, leaning out this department first would have the greatest impact
on the whole campus representing all divisions.

Step Two: Two weeks after creating and developing the priority list, administrative support at
all levels were required to go to a second one-day class. This Lean class focused on the way
Lean is used is service and support type processes. The class focused on how Lean ties into
quality initiatives that may be implemented in parallel or are already in place. According to the
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article, “Each class contained lecture and simulation to not only explain the concepts of Lean,
but also demonstrate the power in a hands-on fashion” (Moore, 2007). It included simulation
exercises when staff played a role in a difficult situation and were forced to use Lean tools and
techniques. Other aspects of the class included a Value Stream Mapping (VSM) workshop.
During this workshop participants created a current stat map and a future state map to have a
clear set of goals in mind.

Step Three: After the workshop was concluded and participants had a clear illustration of the
process mapped, a kaizen event was implemented to address and achieve the VSM map future
state. As previously stated, the first University focus was Facilities Management so the kaizen
event was customized to improve the work order in this department.

The five-day kaizen event dedicated the efforts of five employees for the entire week. This
core team reviewed the two maps created during the VSM workshops and made minor
corrections and updates to get a map that was about 90% accurate. After this, the team created
metrics and collected data to measure efficiency. They also developed an action plan consisting
of prioritized tasks. The action plan incorporate instructions of the order the task needed to be
completed, which needed to talk and how to explain the efforts to the rest of the employees. Each
employee had a certain assignment with a deadline to complement the cause. At the end of the
week, the focus group collected data to be measured as the “after” section and presented to upper
management.

A summary report that displayed the results of the week’s actions was used to create a
guideline for future efforts. The Facilities Management project scoreboard is shown in the
following table.

Table IV.
Metric
# pcs of paper generated
Annual paper cost
Travel path of W/O

University Scoreboard
Before

After

% Improvement

19
$15,597.46
1265 ft.

2.2(1)
$1,262.39
253 ft.

88.4%
91.9%
80.0%
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Average # of touches
Average age of W/O waiting
at assignment
% of W/O submitted by
email

28
24.1 days

5
2.6 days

82.1%
89.2%

26.8%

91.1%

240.0%

Once these results were published, the University decided to implement lean in more
processes without a hesitation. Some of the targets were, Financial Aid Coordination Process,
Graduate Program Student Application Process, Purchase Order Process, and Check
Distribution Process.

Benefits: This lean approach has had several benefits and reduced waste. The most important
benefit is the changing the mindset that Lean has an actual and positive impact and establish a
new culture. Employees can see tangible results and realize their hard work has paid off. This
results in employee empowerment to keep making improvements, reduced frustration, increased
satisfaction and productivity. The following summary demonstrates many of the benefits
experienced to date:
Training: Employees feel like they are part of the big picture. It opened the door for positive
input and constructive criticism without fear of retribution.
Cost Savings: The first Facilities Management project efforts saved more than $14,000.00 in
annual paper cost with only one week’s worth of work.
Efficiencies: One process agent has been able to reduce the average time to complete a work
order by over 70%
Personnel Performance Improvements: The overall morale and work ethic of employees has
improved significantly. Managers have recorded drastic increase in productivity and quality of
work.
Student Satisfaction: Students have already begun to see the positive impact on services offered.
Faculty Satisfaction: Faculty feedback has provided insight into the wants and needs of faculty,
and how they interact with Administrative staff. With the improved process, faculty members
have become supportive team members” (Moore, 2007).
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Lean in Office Environment
For over the years, there has been a persistent believe that lean processes are only applicable for
manufacturing settings. Most people associate lean practices with changes in the shop floor,
assembly lines and the production site. However, this mindset is starting to shift as companies
realize this Toyota principle is very appropriate for office settings as well. Office Lean can
impact administrative processes at all levels of an organization. The following describe benefits
at specific levels:

Enterprise Level: This level deals with customer service, marketing and sales, research and
development, product development and distribution. Lean implementation streamlines and
accelerates these processes that touch customers and suppliers.
Organizational Level: This level includes Information Technology, Procurement, Human
Resources and Engineering. Lean benefits these organizations by integrating key support
processes and identifying internal customer requirements and values. Another aspect of its value
is the way lean improves communication and cross-functional cooperation.
Departmental Level: Lean practices reduce non-value-added activities that waste time and cost
money. It measures progress to takt time, creates process flow to make problems surface,
implements a pull and Kanban systems and uses visual management to identify and establish the
issues.
Individual Level: Deals with reducing some of the seven mudas (waste), motion and over
processing at the individual level. It establishes a standard work procedure to standardize,
regulate and eliminate errors and manual. It strives to reduce paperwork, promotes the 5S’ of
housekeeping to improve organization, and clarifies individual roles, responsibilities and
objectives.
Lean in the office—useful techniques
Now that the benefits of implementing lean have been discussed at different administrative
levels, it is important to discuss useful techniques to execute lean practices and achieve all of the
possible benefits.
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Standardize Work: Establish precise and specific procedures for employees to follow every
time. It is creating a pattern, a rhythm, or a flow to each job in the office. Standardized work
means doing a job the best way, every time. It is not a surprise that most employees take a
different approach and perform a task differently from each other. It is important to work with
those who carry out the job and identify the best procedure and train everyone to ensure this
method becomes the norm. A standard office process leads to minimal variation of outcomes,
less errors and ultimately greater accuracy and timeliness (Chaneski, 2005).

Establish Quality at the Source: Toyota refers to this principle as Jidoka. The idea is to build in
quality by preventing any defect from going to the next process. The process is stopped at the
source before it is allowed to continue to the next process. Office personnel need to be capable of
checking their own work to assure accuracy. Some type of system prompt, or listing of required
information, is one way to help assure that information is processed completely (Chaneski,
2005). A visual indication of quality can easily be a measured by taking a sample and observing
how complete and accurate the information is.

Workplace organization—Execute the 5S System: The S system stands for Sort, Set-in-Order,
Shine, Standardize and Sustain. This system is executed to organize any office and improve
profitability, efficiency, service and safety. It is a main component when establishing a visual
workplace. It is extremely important to use the 5S system as a guideline to maintaining the
organization at the office. The first step is Seiri, (Japanese word for “sort”). This means going
through all the office supplies, and materials in the work area and keeping only essential items.
Everything else is stored or discarded to clean up and organize the area. The second step is
Seiton, (Straighten or Set in Order). This focuses on maximizing efficiency by promoting process
work flow. Arranging materials and supplies creates the work flow needed to create continuous
improvements. For everything there should be place and everything should be in its place. The
third step is Seis, (Sweeping or Shinning). Establish a systematic cleaning process to keep the
workplace clean and neat. Management should engrave the philosophy that maintaining
cleanliness is part of daily work and not an occasional activity when the mess gets out of control.
Employees must be trained to clean their work area and restore everything to its place before the
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end of the shift. This makes it easy to know what goes where and have confidence that
everything is where it should be. The fourth step is Seiketsu, (Standardize). Consistency in work
processes and operating practices are important to avoid variation and reduce errors. Lastly, the
final step is Shitsuke, (Sustain). It is management’s job to maintain the discipline and review the
standards. This will enforce the new practices and establish a new culture to avoid a gradual
decline back to the old ways of operating.

Create Visual Controls: This is a useful, easy and cheap method to promote organization in the
office environment. Examples of visual controls may include centrally located schedule boards,
color-coded files and clear signs/labels. These visuals also help process information faster as
employees can identify and find what they are looking for quicker. It will also make the storage
and filing process more effective and efficient that will remove muda.

Create a Continuous Flow: It is important to train everyone to “make it and move it”. Any
work that has been started must be finished so the output can move along sooner. Many offices
create muda by waiting until there is a certain volume of work completed before starting a
process. The worker must determine if the task that is preventing the product to move along is
really an obstacle to completely stop the process. The worker needs to come up with alternative
tasks to keep moving along. Moreover, interruptions, such as phone calls, or missing information
can inhibit a continuous flow process.

Create a Pull System: This principle can be used when there is an excessive amount of
information sitting in idle. According to the article, “when work volume reaches a certain level
in a process, other employees move to that process to "pitch in" and reduce the backlog, rather
than continue to send work that will just pile up (Chaneski, 2005). The main goal to using this
system is to decrease the size of batches and increase the speed of throughput.

Cellular or team concept: Facilitating team communication improves workflow and decreases
misunderstandings. For example, team members could be moved closer or the company could
have an instant messaging system to allow easier communication. “Linking traditionally separate
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spheres, such as order entry, scheduling and invoicing, can lead to a streamlined process that pro
vides better customer service” (Chaneski, 2005).

Case Study #2- Lean Office Implementation at MDS Nordion
The following case study discusses more specific lean methods to improve the office
environment. It displays how value stream mapping, barrier recognition and training made their
“change notice” paper flow go from 28 days to seven days only; a 75% improvement just three
months after completion.

MDS Nordion is a highly recognized leader in molecular medicine. They are dedicated to
providing the key medical isotopes to patients every year. Just like any business in the medical
field, rules and regulation are strictly implemented. When managers realized how much internal
processes reflect this, they urged the need to improve and change these processes and to
streamline the work. A group of peopled from MDS Nordion met with Lean Advisors Inc.
(LEAD) and through Value Stream Mapping they were able to accomplish main task: recognize
barriers, evaluate current situation, implement a plan and change processes, train employees, and
develop the Future State plan.

Like stated in the introduction, there are strict quality controls and highly detailed regulatory
constraints. Making changes in procedures and policies was not going to be an easy task. Every
procedure performed has checks and balances as well as extensive tracking of all paperwork. As
the project began to move along, the Office with Engineering Changes Notices stepped up to be
the first ones on the stage. One of the biggest problems for this office was the waste and
redundancies in the approval process. There was some confusion with staff before coming to the
conclusion that Value Stream Mapping would be the right tool to outline the flow. Before, the
process to change notice took 28 days. After analyzing the process they were using at the time,
employees recognized a complex, long and involved sequential process, and an excessive
amount of people handling paperwork. Re-routing to different departments to clarify questions
was a common occurrence at this office. I t was complicated to go through two to five
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departments in different buildings and with internal mail. Communication was another big issue
for this company. MDS Nordie needed to standardize a communication method as people
misunderstood due dates quite often.

The consulting advisors began to work and identified the first solution to be the development
of a pull system from manufacturing rather than a 'push' to it from Engineering. Another key
component that helps lean the process was the extensive training employees had to go through.
One of the attendees describes this experience as, “the hands-on training in Value Stream
Mapping galvanized our team. They saw the benefits and need for Lean immediately. This was
the first course I've been on where the training actually had an output!” This type of training also
helps solidify a more positive relationship between Engineering and Manufacturing Planning.
Toyota’s concept of respect for humanity gives way for cooperation and team work.

Conclusion:
Looking back to the University of Oklahoma’s case study, one of the advantages the Facilities
department was that they had on-going efforts to reinforce what they have previously learned.
After their Kaizen event, they had more training and classes to keep adding to continuous
improvement; it didn’t just end after Kaizen. Unfortunately, for the sake of the class, this senior
project ends at the end of Winter Quarter. The team will make only one or two measures to
compare results and then hope employees keep implementing lean. However, the Facilities
department in the case study kept meeting and measuring months and months later. This is an
ideal scenario and gives Oklahoma and advantage.

Another difference is that Facilities had required attendance. However, this project is not as
strict in attendance. This could be both and advantage or disadvantage. Although it would be
good to have all employees present, it is better to have those who really want to be there and
with the desire to learn and change. Another limitation of the Facilities event is that only
members of the department were there. There was no one representing the customers, corporate
or other departments. Real change can’t happen if all of these entities are on-board. The
Advancement Dept.’s Kaizen will, on the other hand, include all of these key players and prompt
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real change. This project adds one layer to previous works. It adds the element of the big picture
by including corporate, program and department representatives.

Table V.

Comparing Needs
Description of Needs

Find root cause of delays
Learn Problem Solving Techniques
Speed up Process (see how co-workers approach
tasks and learn shortcuts)
Lean Process (less complex/repetitive, less waste)
Process Standardization
Training/Education (Learn lean tools and

Advancement’s needs
(employee needs)
5
5
4

Facility’s need
(employee needs)
4
1
5

5
4
4

4
3
1

5
3
4

5
2
2

3
5

1
2

5
5

0
5

practices)

Lift employee morale and satisfaction
Improve employee communication
Process control (Give staff control over the
processes they work with in daily basis)

Reinforce Teamwork
Receive results and feedback (participants want to
know their heavy investment paid off)

Remove Process Mystery
Satisfy Customers

The reason why these numbers are so different from each other is because Oklahoma focused
more on implementing lean practices for that specific process and for the sake of saving money.
Main needs were cost savings and employee satisfaction. No sense of working smarter not
harder. Cal Poly’s Advancement Department’s real motives are not based on cost savings only.
Kaizen events are meant to change culture of doing things. Implementations are for the sake of
continuous process improvement, education, customer satisfaction, and employee morale.
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SOLUTIONS
Problem this project tries to solve:
Reduce processing time of cash-gift donations. The amount of time it takes for cash gift to be
processed is too long. Data has shown that in average, a check takes 38 days to be processed, but
has the capability of being processed in only 23 hours! Customer dissatisfaction is high. Donors
constantly call to complain check hasn’t been cashed and receipt for tax purposes hasn’t been
received. User of funds, (donors, departments, colleges, programs, students etc), are not
receiving contributions in a timely manner.

Table VI:

Summary of Date Checks Cycle

This chart is a brief summary of fifty randomly selected checks that were tracked. These
measurements represent the current state. Numbers display the amount of time it took for one
check to move from the date donors makes the check (A), to date check is received in
Advancement (B), to posting date (C), to finally deposit date (D). For the complete version of
these measurements, please refer to figure 6.

Proposed Solutions-Pre Kaizen:
1. High-Runner Strategy: This strategy is based on the concept of perfecting the highest
volume process. The most recurring and important tasks become the priority; other
processes become special and have to be dealt with as individuals in another time.
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Specializing in one process only allows problems to rise to the surface. Once these
problems are visible, employees and managers can work towards overcoming them. Staff
become the experts and reduces process time because they can work faster and get it right
the first time.
2. Run Kaizen Event: This will allow employees to find root-cause for delay. They will
learn how to use tools and methods to overcome problems. The event will establish a lean
process, reduce cycle time, create a long-lasting culture, and build teamwork. Finally, it
will focus on the importance of respect for humanity and lift employee morale.
3. Develop Clock-System: Determine a set of metrics to allow employees to pace
themselves when working on a process. They will have a better idea of where they need
to be at the end of the day. Standardizing a clock-system will give staff targets and goals
they can strive before they leave the office. Ultimately, a metrics system that paces
performance leads to on-time processes.
4. Prioritize Gift Value: Use color coded visual controls (highlighters or sticky notes) to sort
out donations and take care of the ones with highest values. The department understands
that all donations are as important as the other. However, donors who get upset over
delays are those who donated large amounts. This does not mean that low amounts will
take several weeks or months. This just means they have second priority (but still a
priority). Donors will receive recognition letters and receipt for tax deductions on-time.

Proposed Solutions-Post Kaizen:
•

Just Do It Solutions:
1. Post examples of correct and completed forms online with better instructions on how
to fill it out. The most helpful form would be the “Cash/Security Gift Information
Form”. Most departments are not familiar with requirements and what information is
needed to process a gift received. This is an attempt to minimize time it takes to send
back forms, correct them and start again.
2. Eliminate some of the logging steps to reduce redundancy.
3. Park the scooter closer to Adv. Department. This is currently parked across campus
and it delays transportation of checks and forms.
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4. Folding of receipts and acknowledgement takes place in Phonathon building. This
should be switched to the Adv Department itself. In-house folding would speed up
process and get the receipts placed in mail as soon as possible.
5. Combine steps into one. For example, staff code and post checks in two different
steps. This should be merged to one step only since the information needed for both is
present in both occasions.
6. Promote electronic donations, (credit cards)
7. Reduce batch sizes. Some checks have to wait overnight before being processed
because batch size limit hasn’t been reached. This causes delays that can be prevented
by simply reducing the size of batches.
8. Provide chart of active allocations (gift accounts) to each advancement office.

•

Fixing the Front End Solutions:
1. Limit number of locations that receive the check. A lot of time is spent trying to get
the check to the right hands. All checks should be directed to Advancement officer in
each department or the Advancement office itself.
2. Training/Informing staff, donors and departments of where check should be
channeled.
3. College Adv. Officer should obtain corporate and university account data to assign to
correct gift account.

•

Project Solutions (Paperless Vision):
4. Replace processing with original check to processing with a copy of check. This
entails cashing the check as soon as it is received and placing it in a pending account.
This will trigger the acknowledgment letter and receipt to be mailed to the donor.
Meanwhile, staff would proceed and finish the process with a copy of the check only.
They will code, create necessary accounts, post and transfer founds to designated
account. There is no need to delay the original check if a copy has the same
information and can be substituted.
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5. Reduce complexity of forms. This will take time since the department has
requirements to follow in case they get audited.
6. Move to paperless documentation. Emailing forms will be received faster than
transporting it in scooter or sending by email.

Methods/Tools Used: Lean tools used to map current process, future state, brainstorm and
analyze solutions are the following: Process Flow chart, Brainstorm Scheme, Fishbone diagram
(cause and effect/root cause analysis), Check Dates Report, Step-by-Step Process Spreadsheet,
Swim lane Diagram, Spaghetti Diagram, Survey/Interview past participants, Pictures- walk
Verification, Pictures- Event. All of these tools, diagrams and reports were used to come up with
potential solutions. Here are summaries of some of the reports used. For complete version, please
refer to the end of the document in the Appendix section.

Table VII.

Step-by-Step Process Summary-Time Elapsed:

This report shows that cycle time from date the donor writes the check until the money
becomes available in account. Typical elapsed time of entire process is 20,640 minutes, or 344
hours, or 43 working hours, or nine weeks. As far as typical processing time, data shows the total
amount of minutes is 2044, five working days, or one week. Cumulative run time was 2,033.1
minutes. Again, this type of data is very valuable to display current state of the process and set
target goals for improvement. Information was gathered by entire team in session two. It
excludes weekends and based on eight-hour working days.
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Figure I.

Swim-Lane Diagram Summary

The swim lane diagram shows classifies each step as either: runs, queue, move assurance or
delay. In total, the cash-gift processing has only five runs, (value added activities), 23 queues, 17
moves, 37 assurance steps and 33 delays!

Figure II.

Summary of Spaghetti Diagram

This diagram shows how many miles the checks have to move through the process. Moves
represent building to building moves only. The checks travel about three and a half miles, while
donor receipts travel three miles. These distances are based on estimates only but suggested by
the experts who work the system daily. In the walk-verification process, Dr Olsen and this author
confirmed that these distances were roughly correct. Distances only include on-campus routes.
Distance between donor house and post-offices are excluded from the measurement since they
vary with each check.

Table VII.

Summary of Participant Feedback
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•

It was good to meet people from
other departments. I’ve never met
them but work with them every
day (via emails)

•

•

Process became clearer. No so
mysterious anymore.
Gives us the feeling we have more
control over the process
I liked seeing the big picture of the
entire process.
It is easy to focus on your tasks
only and forget that there are steps
before and after I touch them. It is
good to be reminded

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

My favorite set of solutions are
just do its. They do not cost the
department anything, can be
implemented immediately and
potential of making a great impact
on reducing delays
Reduce the background presented
in the first meeting.
Paperless solution will take a long
time to implement and cost a lot.
Solutions are limited to following
state requirements and audits
Measurements were very helpful to
see current state of process and set
goals.

(Find complete versions in the Appendix)

Important Parameters and Variables for Considering Alternatives

Cash Gift Processing:
1. Low Cost/No Cost Implementation: With budget cuts decreasing available money,
solutions have to be low cost or no cost to be approved by upper manager. They won’t
like if implementing a solution will cost thousands of dollars.
2. Feasibility: Solution has to be practical and within the scope of the department. This
motivates real change and improvements.
3. Simplicity: The process is very complex as is. It is not beneficial to make a change that
will complicate or confuse people even more. Solution has to be simple enough for
people to like the change and make their lives easier.
4. Process time: Solution has to reduce processing time of 28 days. It is the whole point of
running Kaizen.
5. Customer Satisfaction: Solution can’t jeopardize this. Both user of funds and donors
need to have best customer service and receive money or receipt in timely manner.
Surveys or even a decrease in complain calls can measure satisfaction.
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6. Satisfy regulation requirements- (Independent): Some tasks can’t be eliminated
because they are placed to comply with state rules. The department is constantly audited
to enforce rules.

Defining a Hypothesis: The project/paperless solution will provide the greatest impact on
changing the culture for Advancement Department. Moreover, these set of solutions will prompt
the greatest improvements on reducing delays on gift-cash processing. The checks will be
deposited faster and acknowledgments to donors will be delivered faster with this solution than
any of the other potential solutions. However, project/paperless also generates the biggest cost
for the department. Not only will UA need to purchase check scanners and software, but also
spend money on training staff on performing tasks in a new way. If the department just wants to
focus on no cost or cheaper solutions with a moderate amount of change, then fixing the front
end and implementing the, “just do it”, solutions are an excellent way to go. In fact,
implementing these two set of solutions should be implemented regardless of the progress of the
paperless vision. They promote continuous improvement and, ultimately, reduce delays on cashgift processing.

Data Collection
•

Run reports showing the amount of time a gift was being processed in the department:
The report will include:
-date donation received
-date logged in the system
-date it was coded respectively
-date donation was deposited in gift accounts
-date of gift distribution to appropriate unit/department/program

•

Surveys to get feedback on satisfaction
-Survey or interview donors: How satisfied they were with Advancement’s attention to
cashing out gift on-time, providing recognition letter and receipts. How likely they are to
making future donations
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-Survey or interview program and department representatives: How satisfied they were
with receiving the contribution on-time.
-Survey or interview Kaizen participants: How satisfied they were with results and
implementations. Displays feedback on much they learned and if they would recommend
to other departments.
•

Take first hand measures: Visit the department with a stopwatch to see how long
specific tasks take place. How long it takes staff to log in a gift, code it, etc. Count how
many steps employees have to take to print documents or file them. Data graphs display
this information.

•

Walk-Verification: All of the data collected was verified when Professor Olsen and this
author went to the work sites in different buildings and walked the process. In this walk,
each process was outlined, timed and recorded as either: run, queue, move or delay.

Post Kaizen:
Cash-Gift Processing: Data was collected by entire group in brainstorming sessions, walk
verification process and past month’s reports on check dates, (See Figure 6)
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Advantages of Solutions
•

Just Do it Solutions: These solutions are very feasible to accomplish. They do not
require research or extensive approval to make it happen. On the other hand, the
advantages they entail are valuable as far as reducing processing time. The most
attractive benefit is t that solutions do not pose any extra cost on department. Simple
changes like modifying forms and applications will reduce one to two days of processing
time; simply by reducing the times the form has to be sent back for corrections. Eliminate
logging redundancy, combine processing steps into immediate tasks, and parking the
scooter closer will decrease time but 7 to 10 minutes. Folding and addressing envelopes
in Adv. Office (instead of sending to another building for task) will reduce one to three
days of the overall process. Lastly, overnight delays can be decreased by reducing batch
size.

•

Fixing the Front End Solutions: Implementing these solutions will have the greatest
impact in reducing processing time. Like stated before, most of the delays occurs before
the checks even reach the Advancement office. Figure 6 shows median time for check to
reach the office is 18 days with an outlier of 167 days. These delays can be reduced by
transferring/shifting process to the experts faster.

•

Project/Paperless Solutions: Moving to paperless and processing with copy of check
only will result in checks being deposited earlier. This also means receipts and
acknowledgements will arrive before. According to figure 6, the median for checks to be
deposited from day donor writes check is 27-28 days with an outlier of 169. On the other
hand, user of funds will receive donations earlier. This project will reduce this to two-to-
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five days only! Other advantages include: no move delays in gift processing, donor sees
check cleared early, open issues can proceed simultaneously in different department since
everyone is working with copies and electronic versions, eliminates long-term
documentation storage, eliminates scooter transfers and last, but not least, money
allocations appear quicker for the user of the funds.

Disadvantages of Solutions:

• Just do It Solutions: Reducing and combining process steps will be hard for employees
who have processed gifts for many years. People get familiar and used to a following a
procedure. It will take some adjustment but as long as employees realize this will make
their life less complicated, then there should be no hesitation on changing. This is part of
the continuous improvement and cultivating a new culture.

• Fixing the Front End Solutions: The purpose of Kaizen is not to blame others for
delays. These solutions shift the responsibility to people and departments that touch the
check before it reaches the department. Change is dependable on outside entities and their
prioritization. Advancement does not have much control after training them; just hope
that they take the matter seriously. This just is not enough for real change.

• Project/Paperless Solutions: They may impose high costs for department. It would
require the purchase of two or three scanners to go paperless. As part of the cost,
Advancement department will have to spend money and time training their staff when
they switch to paperless approach. They will have to learn how to scan, how to save it on
the computers and route them in the distribution. Also, the office will have to buy server
space to store electronic documents. Solutions would entail a moderate amount of
training since it would greatly change the current system. Cody, student who takes checks
from building to building in scooter, will have to find another position in the department
or even lose his job. Having said all of that, the department needs to take advantage of
new technology and keep in mind it will benefit them as well as their customers.
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Table IX.

Tabulating Needs- Cash Gift Processing
Description of Needs
On-time delivery of cash donated
Money Distribution (timely/proper

Just Do It
Solutions
3
3

Fixing the
Front End
4
4

Paperless
Solution
5
5

5
4
2

5
4
5

5
5
5

2

2

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

3
5

4
2

5
5

5

5

Research
in progress

distribution to respective program,
department, etc.)

Decrease process complexity
Reduce Process Mystery
Effective communication within
departments
Secure Transfers and handling of
checks
Donor Satisfaction (cash the checks
in within a week of donation. Make
them feel their donation value is as
important as any other)

Timely Thank you Letters to
Donors
Timely Receipts (Donors need this for
tax deduction purposes)

Money cashed out on-time
Effective and safe database/record
system
Meet Security requirements for
Audits
5=Highest, 1=Lowest

Just do it solutions fully satisfies decreasing process complexity and effective record system.
Once forms have been modified and simplified, employees won’t be confused as to what
information is needed or what’s missing. The record system will benefit because all forms will
be uniform and standard. Timely receipts, acknowledgements, and donor satisfaction is also met
because solutions will help speed up the processing of the check and be cleared sooner. This
means user of funds can get their donations and use money earlier.
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Fixing the front end highly meets most needs because it involves reducing complexity and
speed increase in processing. It does not affect the effective database and record system as much.

Project Solutions meets all of the needs in the highest level. It has the most impact and the
most benefits in all aspects.

Table X.

Select Best Solution-Cash Gift Processing
Description of Needs

Project Solution
(Paperless)
5

Money Distribution
(timely/proper distribution
to respective program,
department, etc.)

5

On-time delivery of cash
donated
Decrease process
complexity
Reduce Process Mystery
Effective
communication within
departments
Secure Transfers and
handling of checks
Donor Satisfaction (cash

5
5
5

5
5

the checks in within a week
of donation. Make them feel
their donation value is as
important as any other)

5

Timely Thank you
Letters to Donors
Timely Receipts (Donors

5

need this for tax deduction
purposes)

5

Money cashed out ontime
Effective and safe
database/record system
Meet Security
requirements for Audits

5
Research in Progress
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The project solution is the option that has the greatest impact and the most benefit. Money
distribution will be more efficient because checks will be cashed one or two days after it has
been received. The original check does not have to go through entire process and can be
redirected to cashiers and a pending account; a copy of the check will be used instead. On-time
delivery of donations to campus programs, departments, faculty and clubs, etc will be increased.

The process will be standardized reducing process complexity, mystery and confusion.
Communication within departments will also increase because electronic versions of documents
won’t be lost in translation or delayed. Since check is processed sooner, the acknowledgement
and receipts get trigger earlier and are sent to donor. Customer sees check has been cleared, feels
that school is taking him/her seriously and is satisfied. This project develops a new database
system because hard paper copies migrate to paperless version stored in a server. They can easily
be searched and retrieved increasing record keeping.

Verifying performance of Best Solution: Currently, participants are delegating and starting to
execute solutions. There will be a follow up meeting in two weeks to discuss obstacles and
progress. The author will have a survey ready for participants and receive feedback. This survey
will explore participants’ opinion on which solutions is the most beneficial and what problems
they have faced. There is no better source of verification than the experts that process gifts on a
daily basis and know the process beginning to end. This survey will most likely validate the
project solution as the best option to implement to prompt real change.
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CONCLUSIONS/OBSERVATIONS

Cal Poly is dedicated to satisfy customers and uphold a respectable reputation. With that in mind,
Cal Poly has the aspiration of improving internal administrative processes. To support the
school’s effort, a series of Kaizen events have been performed to promote continuous
improvement and implement lean concepts. This senior project has two purposes: improving
Kaizen while looking at Advancement’s Cash-Gift Processing. On January 20, 27 and February
3, members from different departments gathered to participate in the Kaizen event. This group
included members from the Engineering College, Agriculture College, Campus Programs,
Corporation, Cashiers office and Advancement Services. Advancement Services is dedicated to
collect donations, process them to the right accounts, disburse to appropriate program and satisfy
customers. The group identified two types of customers. The first one is donors and the second
one is the user of the funds. Gift processing has become to be a very complex process full of
delays and customer dissatisfaction. Preliminary metrics were measured before the event to
capture the current process. Data shows that the average check takes 27-28 days to be processed
when it really has a potential of being processed in 23 hours. The stop points measured are when
funds become available in accounts and when donors receive receipt of donation.

During the Kaizen event, the group got a chance to learn lean concepts, build teamwork, map
the process, identify problems and delays, and clarify process mystery and confusion. At the end
of the last session, upper management and Cal Poly’s provost listened to suggestions for change
and supported solutions. The final conclusions on fixing the process entail the Just Do it
Solution, fixing the front end and the project solution. On the other hand, conclusion for
improving Kaizen include adding MBA students, adding validity and credibility with industry
lean experts, establishing preliminary metrics before the first sessions, having a working lunch,
better time allocation (a little less time in introduction) and adding one last wrap-up session.
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There are a few problems with the solutions for gift processing. Fixing the front end shifts
responsibility to donors, faculty and anyone who touches the check before it arrives to
Advancement. The department does not have much control after training and providing sources.
This means solution is not completely reliable. If it is implemented, it will greatly reduce
processing time but there is no guarantee outside entities will follow solutions every time. The
project solution also has some problems. It will require a lot of research, approval, training and
money. This solution reinvents how checks are processed in Cal Poly. For that reason, it will be
some time before solution is actually launched. However, the department has delegated
responsibilities to individuals to being the long shift process.

Status Report- Progress as of 3/2/2010

Just do it:
 Done: Remove log-in process in University Advancement Services (UA): It was
modified to close security loophole. Ultimately, web form request will replace phone
requests for gift pick-up
 Done: Print and fold receipts in one location- Phonathon building to UA: Automated
page preparation and printing in Advancement Services. This may increase frequency of
receipts printed.
 Done: Provide chart of active allocations to each advancement officer. More promotion
is needed. Adobe captivates software being acquired for other training on Advance,
o In-Progress: One gift processor codes and posts same batch. Testing in progress to make
sure it meets requirements. This would be implemented for most batches, not most
complicated, large batches.

Project-Paperless:
o In-Progress: Advancement reached out to Wellsfargo Bank for consulting. They
suggested a scanner that automatically verifies the check and the amount, and deposits
the money in a pending account. While the money is cashed out and receipt triggered,
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staff can go through documentation and complete the process. They suggested having
multiple scanners to avoid bottlenecks.
o In-Progress: Research is being conducted to make sure steps that are eliminated are not
crucial for complying with law. The department still has to meet state requirements when
dealing with money and donations.

Fixing the front-end:
 Done: Complete and correct sample forms have been posted online to educate and guide
people on filling out forms.
 Done: Online instructions have been modified and clarified for donors so they know how
to write checks and avoid confusion.
 Done: UA has brought up issue to deans. They are in-progress of creating a set of
guidelines that Advancement officers all over campus need to follow when routing
donations. Deans need to support and enforce changes.

After this quarter, Dr Olsen’s MBA students will take over the project to support the
department when they start to execute the Project Solution. There will be several more meeting
where staff will discuss the obstacles to overcome, any regulatory requirements they will have to
meet, budget limitations and general logistics. Dr Olsen will start to distance himself and observe
progress. He will advise as he sees fit but he will try to transfer responsibility to the department.
Olsen will facilitate one or two more Kaizen events with different departments during spring
quarter. The author is working on a complete detailed description of cash-gift’s Kaizen. This
document will include steps for preparation, the participant’s workbook, summary of each
session, summary of important discussions, exercises performed, pictures, recommendations and
feedback from participants.

After all is said and done, this author does have some suggestions and recommendations on
improving Kaizen. These types of improvements can be applied for future department processes.
Improving Kaizen to continuously improve school processes supports Cal Poly’s efforts to
enhance internal administrative processes and school image. Recommendations are based on
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participant feedback and interviews, background research and case studies, lectures by Dr Olsen
and suggestions by Jill Freer, Lockheed Martin Lean Expert.

Improving Kaizen-Recommendations

Each individual learns differently and have his/her own set of beliefs about Kaizen’s
applicability. Some people just attend the event for the sake of making an appearance but do not
apply any new way of living to their work. People are reluctant to change things they’ve always
done the same way. There could be better ways of approaching problem solving.

Objective: To improve the Kaizen event. Have people learn and apply concepts in a daily basis.
Prompt real implementation and show results that can be measured. Provide feedback to
participants. Maintain participant’s interest and desire to learn how to work smarter and not
harder. Cultivate a new culture in all administrative processes.

Proposed Solutions Pre-Kaizen:
1. Choose Appropriate timing to run event
2. Establish before and after metrics that can be delivered to participants as feedback
3. Student help (for research and mapping process)
4. Be sensitive about environment (lay-offs, furloughs, etc). Reduce fear
5. Create the tone that this event wants improvement for sake of improvement and a smarter
way of living; not because of the budget
6. More focused sessions (not everyone has to be present at all times. Only those who are
directly involved)
7. Have a working lunch. Keep learning during this down-time
8. Come up with more exercises, group participations, and fun analogies
9. Invite another lean expert from industry to support event. This adds an extra set of
outside eyes and increases credibility and validity. Jill Freer from Lockheed Martin
volunteered to observe. She has facilitated these Kaizen events for several years.
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Proposed Solutions Post-Kaizen:
1. Better time allocation. Less time spent in introductions and expectations and more time in
trying to solve the actual process; decreasing cash-gift processing.
2. Assign MBA students to help with preparation, translate work into hard copy files and
follow ups. Work is too much for only one student to have ready three days after, (so
information available the Sunday before the next event.
3. Better explanation on how to assign Cycle Time metrics to each task. A lot of time spent
assigning, revising and re-assigning for a second time
4. Have bigger Post-its
5. More active use of Blackboard/ all participants have access to it.
6. Add one or two wrap up session to avoid rushing at the end. There were a couple items in
the agenda that had to be eliminated because of the lack of time.
7. More time to discuss issues that were placed in parking lot sheet
8. Make sure all participants attend all of the sessions. There were key players missing for
the first session.
9. More time to prepare for presentations to provost.

Advantages of Solutions (Improving Kaizen):
1. More time allocation on mapping process and identifying problems would give people
more opportunity to discuss issues and not feel rushed. More problems would be
uncovered if more time was spent having these discussions.
2. MBA students would provide support that would lift some of the burden off the
facilitator. Multiple grad students could split the work and do more research, perform
more prior measurements and translate all data into charts and diagrams before the next
session started.
3. Better explanation on how to assign Cycle Time metrics to each task is important. 30
minutes were wasted because participants didn’t fully understand the concept and were
assigning the wrong metrics to the tasks. Facilitator had to walk them step by step at the
end to accomplish this. Time could have been used differently for better purposes.
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4. One wrap-up session to tie lose ends and follow up on action items. Facilitator and
participants won’t feel rushed to fit everything in and skip other essential discussions.
This also would give more time for participants to prepare for presentations to Bob Koob
and Earl Smith.

Disadvantages on Solutions (Improving Kaizen):
1. Reducing time in introduction and training could affect participants’ understanding of
lean thinking and its concepts. They need to have some basic information before moving
on to solving the process’ problems. This introduction sets up the tone, expectations and
ground rules that are necessary for teamwork and productivity.
2. Adding more students can be misinterpreted as removing power from employees. They
won’t feel like they have as much control on fixing the process or will be influenced to
hand off the work to the grad students.

Important Parameters and Variables for Considering alternatives
Kaizen improvement:
1. Prompt Real Changes: Solution has trigger improvements on making Kaizen an
educative and beneficial experience
2. Cultivate a lean culture: Solution has to support lean systems/thinking
3. Feasibility: Solution has to be achievable and within scope of facilitator and assistants.
4. Low cost/no cost: Changes should have no cost or very cheap. For example, buying
bigger post-its won’t be a problem but buying a big projector to increase images so
everyone can see is unacceptable.
5. Participant Satisfaction: Any improvements have to be viewed in a good light by
participants. This maintains their support, cooperation and motivation.

Data Collection
Kaizen Improvement: Data collected by observations in three sessions, participant feedback
(surveys), and pictures taken during the events.
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Figure VI.
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Figure VII.
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Figure VIII.
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Figure IX.
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Advacement’s Office

Figure XII.

Interviews
Summary of Recommendations for Kaizen improvement

Melissa
•
•
•

•

Rafael

Better timing to hold the event (felt
rushed and stressed)
Have more students involved. (Having
them was very helpful)
Create the tone that this event wants
improvement for sake of improvement
and a smarter way of living; not
because of the budget
More focused sessions (Deans didn’t
need to be present when mapping out
process specifics)

•
•
•

•

Emphasize on mutual respect (he
explains why in interview)
Receive feedback with what things
were implemented at the end
Heavy investment to not see results be
actually implemented (nothing has
changed)
Have a working lunch. Keep learning
during this down-time

Melissa R. Mullen- Sponsored Programs Department
1. What was the most useful take-away?
Eric’s dedication was motivating. His patience and enthusiasm helped them bring together
different views and mediate complicated situations. The second take-away was the managers’
eagerness to support what the staff came up with. It broke barriers of change for the institution.

2. What you think others at your level and below would get most out of the event?
Being able to work in teams with people at the same level and people below me. It created more
opportunity to get things done. It gave us a structure to work together and find solutions. We had
to get away from the individual mindset and establish a platform for communication.

3. What does management above you need to know most about supporting the concepts
presented in the event and continuous improvement in general?
I’m impressed to see that managers are on board and support us. I would want managers to know
that process is more complicated than it seems. There are a lot of compliance requirements and
variables that most managers do not see so they need to be patient with the workers.
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4. What ideas from the event have you applied in your own or your department's work?
Everything. Working smarter. Building teams to digest a problem. My planning skills have
improved and I’m a bled to apply the concepts easily. It is the way of thinking to change the
culture.

5. Have you applied any of the ideas outside of work?
This event has made me more aware of ways I can be leaner around my house. I told my husband
I want to change the refrigerator handle to the left side. Right now, it is in the right side and once
I open it blocks of the counter and I have to reach out pretty far for the counter behind me. Just
by changing the handle to the left side, I can easily place the food within reach.

6. What could we do differently to increase the likelihood of a successfully changing the
culture at Cal Poly?
Just having more of these Kaizen events in different departments would be the best way to
change the culture at the school. Managers need to take employee’s morale in consideration and
be cautious of people’s sensitivity in these times where everyone is so afraid of losing their jobs.

7. Is there anything we should add to the event that would help people be more successful?
I felt a little rushed because of the timing. Just being careful on choosing the right time will help
Kaizen be more successful. The student help was very helpful. Have students and ground
working people mapping out the process for better buy-in. I do not think it’s necessary for the
Dean to be present for that portion.

8. Is there anything you think I should know, but didn't ask?
My recommendation is to have staff finish pending work before they take on Kaizen. It is easy to
become overwhelmed if you are spending a lot of time other than the office and all you think
about is your work piling up. Also, do not close the event with the sense of creating efficiency
because of the budget. Leave a more positive tone. Maybe closing the event with saying that this
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is a way of life and just for the sake of continuous improvement.

Rafael Jimenez-Dairy Science Representative
1. What was the most useful take-away?
I learned that Kaizen is full solidly rounded theories that work. I know school is very
bureaucratic so I appreciate having people like Eric who is conscious on how things work but is
optimistic on changes. He believes in the principles and the theoretical foundations he teaches.

2. What you think others at your level and below would get most out of the event?
That there are other more effective ways to get things done. The only problem, again like I said
before, is that so much bureaucracy change things. However, events like this bring us hope. It is
reassuring seeing that people above us are on board and people from corporate realize how
complicated they make things for us.

3. What does management above you need to know most about supporting the concepts
presented in the event and continuous improvement in general?
I would want them to know that it is in their best interest to support the concepts. Something that
makes me mad about people from corporation and the department is that they do not respect us.
They are blind to the expertise we have and we do not receive any recognition. I am also a
professor so I had to work hard to get a Ph.D. but they all address us as instructors only. It is
insulting and makes us professors be defensive from the start. It is important to make them
understand what we do and create mutual respect.

4. What ideas from the event have you applied in your own or your department's work?
Sure, the concept of planning and just being aware. Any task can be leaned out. I am now aware
of the tasks I do daily and try to reduce waste and paperwork.

5. Have you seen any implementations?
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No. We still have to walk from building to building to get anything approved. The amount of
signatures makes this almost impossible. The location of Dairy Science building is not close to
anything to begin with, so you can see my frustration of having to walk to campus so often. What
if it’s raining!

5. Have you applied any of the ideas outside of work?
I went home and told my wife about it. I gave her recommendations for when she cooks. She
always grabs an ingredient, carries it to another place and then can’t find it when she needs it
again. She wastes a lot of time looking for the ingredients.

6. What could we do differently to increase the likelihood of a successfully changing the
culture at Cal Poly?
I am content with the event itself but not too happy about the aftermath. Nothing has been
implemented. This was a heavy investment. We were out of our office for three mornings while
our work kept piling up. With this type of investment I was expecting to see some feedback and
results. I also felt rushed at times but I guess spending more time would have added more stress
to our daily tasks.

7. Is there anything we should add to the event that would help people be more successful?
Maybe have the Kaizen-ator (Olsen) do a working lunch. I felt like we could have used the lunch
time to keep learning or discussing concept. We were there anyway so we might as well be
productive.

8. Is there anything you think I should know, but didn't ask?
Overall I was pleased with Kaizen. I really enjoyed the exercises, the 5-why’s and tools we
learned. I liked Eric’s optimism.
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Cash-Gift Processing-KAIZEN
Participant Feedback
From: Al Liddicoat
1. What was the most useful take-away?
Understanding the Complete Process and the roles of the different people.

2. What does management above you need to know most about supporting the concepts
presented in the event and continuous improvement in general?
We need to include those performing the process steps in defining and implementing the
solutions.

3. What ideas from the event have you applied in your own or your department's work?
Determining what process could be improved and candidate for a Kaizen event.

4. Have you applied any of the ideas, (lean concepts) outside of work?
No

5. What could we do differently to increase the likelihood of a successfully Kaizen event
and change Cal Poly culture?
Add one more week to the session or reduce the background presented in the first meeting.

6. Is there anything we should add/change to the event that would help people be more
successful?
Keep up the good work!

7. Is there anything you think I should know, but didn't ask?
No.
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From: Shelley G. Bright
1. What was the most useful take-away?
Being with the other depts, colleges, agencies etc.

2. What does management above you need to know most about supporting the concepts
presented in the event and continuous improvement in general?
That it works and to use it!

3. What ideas from the event have you applied in your own or your department's work?
Just do it’s.

4. Have you applied any of the ideas, (lean concepts) outside of work?
Hmm, not really or not yet! Hadn’t thought about it but I will!

5. What could we do differently to increase the likelihood of a successfully Kaizen event
and change Cal Poly culture?
Keep offering them and show successful examples!

6. Is there anything we should add/change to the event that would help people be more
successful?
Not sure, it was pretty good for us but we really do need one or two more big sessions with
Eric!!!!
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Pictures-Walk Verification

Figure XIII.

Scooter picks up checks and forms

Stamp Basket and Gift Log

Safe

UA receives checks and signs off on daily log

Gift Processor post to Database
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Supervisor Reviews

Figure IV.
Kaizen Pictures
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